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Haggett Camilla
From: Taylor, Mark J <mark.j.taylor@mottmac.com>Sent: 28 September 2016 16:55To: Haggett CamillaCc: Close, Kathryn GSubject: Anglia LX's: Additional Survey Locations Attachments: Additional census surveys - CCC Sites.kmz

Dear Camilla,  It was good to speak and discuss the various proposals this morning.  As promised please find below details of locations away from the level crossings that have been identified for additional surveys. These locations build upon comments received in your correspondence alongside consideration of ongoing design changes and  feedback from previous consultation. I’ve also attached a Google Earth kmz file to help locate each reference.  
Survey Type MM ref. Location 
ATC, speed and Ped AC51 Foxton LX east of C06 Barrington Rd 
ATC, speed and Ped AC53 

at AC20 site - Station Road south of road bridge over railway, Meldreth, 
Cambridgeshire 

ATC and speed survey AC54 North east of C07 along bridge on B1368 London Road 
ATC and speed survey AC55 North of C08 on the B1382 
ATC and speed survey AC56 East of C11 on Main Drove Road 
ATC and speed survey AC57 South of C11 on Furlong Drove Road 
ATC and speed survey AC58 South of C29 on Brinkley Road 
ATC and speed survey AC59 Landwade Road, South of C18  We recognise that there are other matters that to be resolved including sites that were closed at the time of the June surveys and we will contact you to discuss these separately.  In recognition of the project timescales our survey sub-consultant have already been in contact with CCC’s street works team with a view to potentially commencing these surveys on 7th October. As a result, we would appreciate any comments on these proposals as quickly as possible and if you are able to get back to us by close of play tomorrow it would be very much appreciated.  I hope this is helpful but if you’d like to discuss this further please don’t hesitate to contact us.  Many thanks.  Kind Regards,  Mark    
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  Mark Taylor     
  
  
Mott MacDonald 
111 St Mary’s Road 
Sheffield 
S2 4AP 
United Kingdom 

  
T  +44 (0)114 228 3945 
T  +44 (0)114 276 1242 (Sbd) 
E  mark.j.taylor@mottmac.com 
W  www.mottmac.com 
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